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Wage a global war on land, in the air and even under water. Avoid direct collisions with the enemy. Learn maneuvering
techniques, protective equipment and safety precautions. Develop shooting accuracy and a sense of distance, improve

the helicopter. Solve all kinds of problems in stressful situations, dangerous situations and when flying in adverse
weather conditions. You have to go the way of 18 million kilometers - from Europe to Japan. Make the most of the
helicopter control features, don't let the enemy come close and destroy your helicopter. Strengthen your defenses, as
well as your skills in combat and the use of various means of air defense on land and in the air. Improve the design of

your helicopter and constantly improve it. "Eastern War": The mechanized war that began on September 25, 1975
forever changed the culture and traditions of this southern country. In this fierce battle, the tanks of the Soviet, Iraqi

and South Vietnamese troops clashed. Military techno-thrillers of "Eastern War" are a real vacation for fans of military
stories in the style of a classic action movie. All locations, dialogues and gameplay are based on real historical events
that took place during that period, which means that this game is completely true. There is nothing invented and far-
fetched in it - only real events and plots. Before you unfold one of the most violent wars in the history of mankind.

Need for Speed: Undercover is a five-year-old adventure action game at the junction of a racing simulator and a
scripted quest with realistic controls, where you have to perform tasks using hacker attacks as the driver of the

prestigious Swiss brand Mercedes-Benz. Enrich your driving skills and earn money along the way, increasing your
reputation. Take part in survival races and complete tasks that will bring you fame, money and experience. The Evil
Within, a new action-adventure parkour game, takes you to a world reminiscent of a 1980s video game. You have to

explore the building in which the stage is located, and to perform all the many tricks, jump down or climb a sheer wall
from a prone position, go through an abandoned building, jumping over containers, cross a river on a grid or on a

suspension bridge, and much more. Finally, an action game with elements of a first-person shooter was released â€“
Need For Speed â€‹â€‹for Android. Released on
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